Region: Kanton Zürich

Shape the future for Cyber Security strategies and security-related services Our client is an ICT infrastructure provider
which is fully committed to provide innovative solutions for every customer’s needs. One of the company’s many drivers is
development of technological breakthroughs to reshape the world in which we live and work. To strengthen the management
team, we are looking for a competitive and qualified person, reporting directly to the CEO for Switzerland and being part of the
world-wide Cyber-Security team as

Cyber Security Officer – CSO (w/m)
Your Responsibilities Expect exciting and challenging responsibilities to drive the cyber security vision and implementation
in Switzerland. You will work closely with the public affairs team to establish and improve the cyber security vision and
implementation. You will effectively use your knowledge and network in the national security department to bear the
responsibility for speeches and policy communication in the local country to communicate the customer’s security strategy
and management practices. You will lead the team and build the customer’s security brand locally to build security trust with
respect to security issues. Your responsibilities will include the development of the cyber security plan in Switzerland in
accordance with the global cyber security strategy. With great foresight, you will support the GCSO office in establishing and
strengthening the end-to-end cyber security assurance system. As the coordinator for managing security crises, you will
develop and execute the crisis management mechanism in order to always be one step ahead of the danger situation.
Together with your team, you will be responsible for minimizing the negative impact; leveraging the crisis to promote
messaging and branding goals; and planning and messaging customer security practices to turn the crisis into an opportunity.
You will summarize the areas of improvement in security exposed in the crisis and follow up in a closed-looped manner. In
case of any major security crisis, you will escalate to GCSO immediately and set up an emergency response team between
the GCSO and the Switzerland team to work closely to solve the crisis. As an expert in your field, you will take the lead for the
relationships with major stakeholders in Switzerland.
Your Profile You have a Bachelor’s and/or a Master’s degree in the ICT field. More than seven years of experience in the
cyber security and GDPR matters would be to your advantage. External security and/or privacy certifications are a plus, such
as CIPP, CISM, CISA, CISSP, DSCI Privacy. You have demonstrated your knowledge and expertise in working experience as
CSO and/or as an expert within ICT companies. You are skilled at managing information security functions and developing the
strategy in accordance with risk considerations within large and global organisations. You bring excellent networking and
relationship building skills to understand and observe regional cyber security trends. You have a strong desire to learn. You
are a self-manager, but also an excellent team-player. You can work independently in a highly flexible, fluid environment with
a culturally diverse and fast-paced organisation. You have Swiss or EU/EFTA citizenship. You are fully fluent in English and
German. Knowledge of French would be to your advantage.
Your Perspectives All advantages of a successful company offering an exciting professional career in one of the leading
growing multinational telecommunication companies. Training and personal development are ensured in Western Europe and
abroad, as well as a competitive salary package. If you are interested in this exciting position, please provide us your
application in English.
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